
  



  

Introduction



  

Free Software/Open Source is normally referred to
software which is released not only as an executable file,
but also making freely available the source code, so
allowing code changing, increasing suitability in different
contexts, and unveiling its working basis and algorithms.

Free/Libre and Open Source
(FLOSS)



  

GPL

Freedom 0: The freedom to run the program for any 
purpose.

Freedom 1: The freedom to study how the program works,
and change it to make it do what you wish.

Freedom 2: The freedom to redistribute copies so you can
help your neighbour.

Freedom 3: The freedom to improve the program, and
release your improvements (and modified versions in
general) to the public, so that the whole community 
benefits.



  

There is a Chinese proverb, maybe confucian, 
that really summarizes concepts of the FLOSS 
movement:

“If you have a coin and I have a coin and we 
exchange coins then you and I will still each have 
a coin. But if you have an idea and I have an idea 
and we exchange these ideas, then each of us 
will have two ideas.”



  

ArcheOS

Acronym: Archeological Operating System

The first GNU/Linux system developed for archeology

Current version: ArcheOS 4 (codename Caesar)

Based on Debian Squeeze

Released by Arc-Team under GPL

Freely available at: www.archeos.eu 



  

Software for remote sensing 
(photogrammetry)



  

Software for 3D documentation
PPT
(user firendly interface for Bundler, CMVS, PMVS2)



  

 GRASS - QGIS - VTP

Software to manage geographic data (GIS)



  

The Open Source concept may as well be extended
to hardware and assembled machines, referring to such
devices whose electrical schemes and assembling plans
are open, so that everybody can make them by himself. 
Specific electronic cards and components, conceived
just for fast prototyping (as Arduino), today makes much
easier such a process. 



  

 Everything can fly

"According to the laws of
aerodynamics, the 
bumblebee
can’t fly either, but the
bumblebee doesn’t 
know anything about the 
laws of aerodynamics, 
so it goes ahead and 
flies anyway.”
 
Igor Sikorsky,
Russian-American 
aviation pioneer



  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L75ESD9PBOw



  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WBUVYZkODI



  

Examples of
Commercial Products



  

Microdrones
www.microdrones.com

md4-1000
88min
1,2kg
40.000€
rain resistant
wind
with camera and sw

md4-200
35min
300g
8.000€ / 20.000€
90% humidity
wind 4m/s
with camera and sw



  

Ascending Technologies www.asctec.de

Falcon 8
20 min
750g
18.000€
with camera Sony 
Nex 5N
HPGPS
Mobile ground 
station
remote video 



  

FLOSS drone
and/or

Low Cost solutions



  

Apm copter (arducopter)
http://copter.ardupilot.com/

 based on the arduino platform (http://www.arduino.cc/)



  

Models

There is a small range of configurations from  600$ to 
900$
already assembled from the main site

Online you could find many sellers that offer their own
configuration

~ 500g payload

OR you could face a challenge and build your own. 



  

Parrot AR.Drone2.0 http://ardrone2.parrot.com/

275 ~ 450 €
many reseller (even Apple store)
payload 250 gr (small camera)
variable flight time.
Ready to use, controlled through iPad



  

UAVP

Model:
UAVP

Category:
QuadCopter

basic configuration:

    frame
    motherboard
    processor
    gyroscope
    accelerometers

NO GPS



  

UAVP
Acronym: Universal Aerial Video Platform

One of the first Open Source project aimed to build a
QuadCopter

fork version: NG-UAVP (Next Generation UAVP)

Based on Wolferl PCB (Printed Circuit Board)

Released under GPL

Freely available at: http://uavp.ch/moin/FrontPage



  

UAVP

many sellers don't have anymore the pieces

Attention! Obsolete prototype. Better to use an NG-
UAVP

On Lipoly.de you can find only the motherboard = 15 €
and the compass module = 27 €

but you have to find also frame, engines, ESCs, ...



  

NG-UAVP (next generation)
http://ng.uavp.ch/moin/FrontPage



  

The shop sells as assembled just the “main core” 
and
some other parts (900€) – no propellers or engine or 
speed
controllers (suggested also the BLCtrl from 
mikrokopter
as solution)

Software Licence of the PCBs OS - GPL3 (sources 
available)

Software Licence of the binaries – CC (NC BY SA)

It could be quite a challenge to assemble a 
functional system.



  

KKmulticopter

Model:
KKMulticopter

Category:
XCopter

License:
Public Domain



  



  

frame + ESCs +
enigines + 
propeller ..
222 €

motherboard
44 €

GPS
236 €

Link:
http://www.kkmulticopter.kr/



  

Link:
http://www.hobbyking.com/ frame 11 €

motherboard 22 €

motors 60 €

ESCs 60 €

propeller 5 €

power distribution
board, cable,
Connectors, ...  20€

NO GPS



  

NAZA DJI

Model:
DJI F450

Category:
XCopter

License:
Commercial

Kit ready to fly: drone+radio+cradle = 1812 €
part to assembly: electronics + kits = 558€

radio = 300/400€
cradle = 20/150 €



  

NAZA DJI

Model:
DJI F550

Category:
HesaCopter

License:
Commercial

Kit ready to fly: drone+radio+cradle = 2857 €
part to assembly: electronics + kits = 668€

radio = 300/400€
cradle = 20/150 €



  

Mikrokopter
 www.mikrokopter.de/en/home 



  

models (Basic-sets – parts available separately, some 7
pieces are even available to be assembled and
programmed from scratch – highly customizable)

L4-ME – var time depending on LiPo - 400g - 875€
Quadro XL - var time depending on LiPo -1000g - 1000€
Hexa 2 – var time depending on LiPo - 800g - 1300€
Hexa XL – var time depending on LiPo - 1500g - 1900€
Okto – var time depending on LiPo - 1000g - 1500€
Okto 2-26 – var time depending on LiPo - 1000g - 1700€
Okto XL – var time depending on LiPo - 2500g – 2000 ~ 5000
(Almost Ready to Fly) €



  

There is a big online community, and a lot of 
documentation.

Software available = MKTool
Free to use/download (but with some limits – to unlock
some features you should buy a licence) 



  

What is missing but still essential to fly:

transmitter
receiver
battery
LiPo Charger
spare parts (propellers, engines,...)



  

... and of course the tools
(100€)



  

Warning!

Open Source UAVs are in continuous development,
as well as flying techniques. Innovations can radically
change the prototypes.

QuadCopters changed from the original "cross"
configuration to the new "X" structure (Xcopters).

The Direct Visual Flight is gradually replaced by First
Person View techniques.

GPS Integration has revolutionized both prototypes 
and flying techniques.



  

 QuadCopter's structure



  



  

Frame



  

 Propellers



  

Engines



  

 ESCs



  

Reciver



  

Battery



  

Motherboard



  

Building an
Open Source
QuadCopter



  

ATOR

http://arc-team-open-research.blogspot.it/



  

 building the frame



  

 building the ciruit



  

 building the PCB box



  assembling engine and  ESCs



  

checking the rotation direction of the propellers



  

fixing the reciver and the mainboard on the box



  

final small adjustments



  

an homemade (and ugly) UAV!



  

Building a low
cost HexaCopter



  

 Same basic structure / principles of QuadCopter

With 2 more engines -> 

-better stability
-could fly and land safely also with an engine/propeller failure - safer



  

MKHexa components overview

Frame  and brackets (alluminium) 

Basics
FlightCtrl - Sensors (gyro, accelerometers,… )



  

MKHexa components overview

Basics
BLCtrl - Convert the numeric impulse into 
electrical power



  

MKHexa components overview

Basics
Distribution board - Power distribution and 
Control transmission (I2C bus)



  

Optional

NaviCtrl - Navigation
(pressure/height, navigation system)

MKGPS



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

MKTool

 Easy setup: permits to fly quickly 



  

MKTool

Expert setup: allows customization, fine tuning, better
performance.
It is also possible to establish a flightplan through GPS coordinates



  

 Wiki Documentation
http://www.mikrokopter.de/ucwiki/FrontPage

There are a lot of information, but sometimes is hard to find
exactly what you are looking for. 



  

Transmitter

should be programmed for advanced features (waypoints
based flight plan and other GPS related functionalities), but is
already available a basic setting that allows manual flight.



  

 LiPo battery

●Best capacity/weight ratio
●No memory effect (could be charged even if not empty)
●Composed by many cells (serial or parallel connection)
●LiPo operates at best in a window between 3,7V and 
4,2V
●It's important for the health of the battery to avoid to go 
under the 3V threshold -> cells could be damaged 
permanently
●Power consumption between cells is not homogeneous 
●Almost on every copter there is an alarm system that 
is/should be programmed to a 3,3V (normally calculated 
by the system as an average on the whole battery pack).
●The parameter to evaluate battery life is given by the 
capacity, that is measured in mAh



  

 LiPo battery Charger

Many commercial charger are almost fully automatic

Nevertheless sometimes they present some advanced
features like adjustable power Output (measured in A)
or the number of cells.

This parameters could be useful for fast charging, but should
be used knowing the real capabilities of the battery: wrong
settings could break or shorten the overall battery life. 



  

Common issues in the
assembling process

Depending on the complexity of the copter you could need
some technical background
First issue
choices for: payload (propellers size / engines speed)
 
endurance (battery -> more capacity more weight /
engines speed)
 
Basic sets are normally well designed (are we sure?)



  

Common issues in the
assembling process

Second issue - assembling process

Some kind of manual background is required for the 
solderings
(better to use special paste or tin)

Full and precise to avoid parasite currents and spure 
signals.

To assemble some very small circuits is possible to use
masks: it's easy to create short circuits.

Wirings should be clean and clear



  

Common issues in the
assembling process

Beware:

●some components have a polarity! 

●physical damages (Scratches, folds) -> 
while working with high currents could act as capacitors 
and if too near to other conducting parts they could 
establish short circuits also without real contact 
(undiscoverable using the tester)

●modifications of structural parts (frames, brackets, 
propellers) could lead to unpredictable breaks



  

When you buy a copter set could be important 
also
to order some spare parts: propellers, engines, 
and any
sort of high power component (ESC/BLCtrl…) 

Common issues in the
assembling process



  

Possible configurations



  

UAV
"Cross"

Flight direction 
aligned
with one of the arms.

This configuration is
obsolete and it is not
optimize for remote
sensing (due the 
frontal
arm obstruction in the
camera view)



  

UAV
"X"

Flight direction 
between
two arms

This configuration is
ideal for remote
sensing (no 
obstruction
in the camera view)



  

Remote Sensing
Device

"Mantis"

Board camera fixed to the 
frame

This configuration is not 
optimize for remote sensing 
(due to the camera angle) 



  

Remote Sensing
Device

"Cradle"

Board camera mounted
on a mobile device

This configuration is ideal for 
remote sensing (due to the 
camera rotation on the two 
axes) 



  

Possible flying techniques



  



  



  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H28iVICe4FM



  

Case studies



  

Riva del Garda
Monte S. Martino

Soprintendenza dei beni archeologici di Trento
(dott.ssa N. Pisu)



  

Archaeological area



  

Flight strategy
copyright



  

Camera test



  

Raw images

copyright copyright



  

Undistorted images

copyright copyright



  

3D pointcloud



  

Problems



  

Solution



  

Solution

Sony Nex 7
Pixel: 24.3 milion
10 photos / sec
lens 18 mm f2.8
CMOS sensor 23,5 x 15,6
weight: 241 g + 70 g

Pixel: 12.0 milion
lighter
faster
automatic shoot 30 photos/sec
wifii module for remot shoot
(Ios, Android)
minor lens distortion



  

Trento
chiesa di S. Apollinare

Soprintendenza dei beni archeologici di Trento
(dott.ssa N. Pisu)

copyright



  

Reconstructed telemtry
(high of flight)



  

First Flight strategy
(panoramic pictures)



  

Picture undistorted
copyright



  

Second Flight strategy
(3d pictures)



  

Original 3D pointcloud



  

Cleaned 3D pointcloud



  

Mesh



  

Colour



  

Final mesh



  

2D photomosaic

copyright



  

WW1 – Project
South Tirol



  

WW1 – Project
South Tirol



  

WW1 – Project
South Tirol



  

Some tips



  

Choose the right UAV for your project

For landscape projects an airplane model
probably works better



  

Crash happens



  

Keep Calm and go on flying



  

Thanks for your attention!

“A pig who doesn't fly is just an ordinary pig."
Marco Pagot alias Porco Rosso

(Hayao Miyazaki and Studio Ghibli copyright)
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